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PUPPl' with Papers and shota. $45.00.
Coli 265-li048,

. CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

TWO SPAULDJN(l Pancho Gon•nles ten·
nis rackets:: one strung with toutnnment
ll'Ut-$16,00; one strung with heavr dutr
nylan-$7 ,00; also one small wooden art
case-$1.5(). Call after 9 p.m. dail)' or
all dn)' weekends 265-61;48,

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building, Room
mum (;1.40) per time run, If ad is to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
:run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
Olassified Advertisinll'
per word and the mbiimum number of
UNM P.O. Bo" 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Pa)'ment must be made in full prior to insertion of aqvertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

STOP ln and discover a friendly service
station with professionalism. New car
warranty 13erviee by master maintenance
procedures. 'rriple Gold Bond Stamps
commencing Dec. l6. Chuck Paul (UNM)
ass't. manager. Ray's ENCO, Lomas and
Washington, 268-84':'0~3.,:;1c:o2/C,:1"c7::----Sand and Sun in 'OLD TOWN is your
headquarters far groovy Leather Pants,
Fringe J nckets, Fringe Vests, and
Fringe Handbags. 243-7909.
NEED A RIDE HOl\tE for the Christmas
holidays? Find one with the Lobo Classi·
fled Ads.
AT "r E NT I 0 N Elmer Fudd and Terri
Fu~k: your leader is well nnd alive in
Denver. 12/12
DO YOU bite your nails? Would you like
to stop? A limited number of people are
being accepted in an experiment to stop
nail biting. Under the auspices of UNM:
Psrchology Dept. Call Mr. Stephen, 277·
2103 for appointment. 12/12
FEMALE ROOMATE wanted to share
apartment, $70 mo. Phone 243"1602.
12/15
.
TODAY'S BOUTIQUE with yesterday's
care for guys and gals. Chameleon, 1820
Central SE. 12/16

2)

LOST: Gold Elgin watch. Reward. lf
found call 345-1096. 12/12
l!'OUND: Cute Chihuahua puppy on cam-·
pus. Call 268-8380. 12/18

SERVICES

BE SURE to check the Lost & Found

NAVY BLUE "rUXEDO, double breasted,
aizc 42, excellent (!ondition. Phone 24\22984. 12/12

service in the lobby of the SUB for
your lost items~
NEED A HOLIDAY GOWN? Bring your
own patterns and mQterial, 48·72 hour
service. Call 265·3621 between 1 & 6
p.m. 12/12
COLLEGE INN Barbershop ; Styling, regular euts, razor cuts, Io'ng haiJ;" welcome.
243-0003. liV16
MONEY: Interested in making & saving?
Contact .To Ann Sanchez 277-5354. 12/15

5)

30" HOTPOINT Electric Range-large
ovenj side rotissm;ie nnd broiler, deepwcll
cooker, large storage drawer. 344-0485
after 5:00 p.m. 12/12
CHRISTMAS PUPPIES-8 wlm., healthy.
Female. Mixed b~ced, Will deliver Christmas dar or earlier. $2.00. P.O. Box 351,
Grants, New Mexico, 87020, 12/11;

1962 VOLKSWAGEN in vczy good shape,
1604 Lead SE, Apt. A, 12/18
FIREWOOD for sale, University Students,
268-8089 or 243-4892. After 6:00 p,m,
LOTUS CORTINA. DOHC 4, dual webers,
rebuilt engine and transmission, radio,
heater. Best offer. 344-7812.

PUREBRED

WHIJ;'PET

MORANTZ :preamplifier, $150, Dynaco 120
amplifier $180-both like new, 298-0375
or 277-4447. 12/16
PUPPIES-vezy mixed breed, but fat and
hnpp)'. $5 each to good homes, Call
242-8914 r.fter 6 p.m. '

OLYMPIC CYCLES
1031 San Matea SE Phone 256-9190
SALES & SERVICE
PEUGEOT
RALEIGH
ROLLFAST
STEYR·PUCH
STELBER
MTD
ZEUS-The Spanish Bicycle
of Excellence

Heat Jellies, Or Sissy Put Ons.
. . . . So When Your Through Playing
Games Call For An Appointment.

255-0166
5504 Central S.E. (I Blk. East of San Moteo)

?AperS

R•Act-t ~,.,ps

~tJi:S~J.AJ F6~

t'JL'O ~.JAI

cJulie Ancirews
A51~ULliE

Ma.ry!ylerMoore
Carol
JamesFcx

W. C. Fields in

in ROSS HUNTER'S
producuon of

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Conference Speaker

J;h~Gavin

"The Barber Shop'! &
'lJhe Fatal Glass of Beer"

Beatri_ce Hllie ~.

MuStC' Score bWO ELMER OERNSlEIN • Mus teal Numbers Stated by ANDRE PREVIN

"Knights of the Bath"
starring Abbot and Costello

50¢ with ID

"A film of love, warmth
and inevitable pain.

riA film of intelligence and, even rarer,
grace. The time between wanting life and
needing it. It is a film for those who care."
-Uta Elis~u, The East Village Other
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I
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· David Hemmings ·Joanna Pettet in

for

MATURE

is one
of our satisfied
customers.
He nearly died...
laughing!

iillfliiRII

times
Special Midnight
Show Tonight
THE MANEATERS

In Color
\

I'

i

"'lbe Best House in London"

c a11

Police Arrest: Five
In Union Sunday

ASUNM
Saturday, 7 & 10 p.m.
Fii;Commfttee
50¢ with ID
Sunday, 6 & 9 p.m.

·A very beautiful, very romantic movie.
Schroeder and his superb cameramen visualize the alternating agonies and ecstasies of a fatal love. Mimsy Farmer is
especially appealing as a character who has
been formed as much by movies as by life."
-Vincent Canby, New York Times
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Pouons
under I&

~o·starnneGeorge Sanders· Dany Robin· Warren Mitchell
Eastmancolor
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Albert Chavez, above, was
one of the speakers at the
Mexlcan•American students'
conference on education.

DIPI(-_( ..f"j-;.
t!;>e~f>....... 01)

MuS1ca1 Sequences by JOE LAYTON • Wr1Uen bY RICHARD MORRIS • 01tected by GEORGE ROY HILL
Ptoduced by ROSS HUNTER A UNIVERSAL PICTURE ~

IU.llliFUL
U:Sf!!!!M

I FOR

Of Mexican-Americans

"PtpeS

STARTS TODAY

.

Conference Identifies
Educational Problems-

~jlflurcs$
S~.AJOAt s
HilT$

'

COLOR

Friday
7:30 & 9:35

DON PANCHO'S
2108 CENTRAL S.E./.247·44 14

Saturda~

7:00, 9:05 & ll :05

No.63
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CAN USE 2 undergraduate.• 3 <lVCllings
and Saturday $70.00 to start. Call 2426864 Friday 3·5 o!lly.

The Natural Hair Grooming Concept

See the LiHie Rascals in
"Shiver My Timbers" &
"Teacher's Pet"

3:205 ~W.'A S, E,
6£"\WO GOCTI'""""'"

Monday, December 15, 1969

HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN

j'emale

COMEDY NIGHT!

GWI' $'MIFE

Vol. 73

NEED SHARP HOMEWORKERS who can
think and type, $l.5U Per hour plus
incentives. 296-5982. l2/15

itat£or's 1Ebge

Moving Is Our Only Business
For Free Estimates
Call 255·6364

The ASUNM Film Committee
presents

'f\1aii.E, EWi'«T"

MEXICO

CONSCIENTIOUS student. Short researeh
assignments for writer. P.O. Box; 351,
Grants, New Mexico 87020, 12/15

FOR CHRISTMAS 1962 Fiat 1200 "Spyd~r.'' Great shape. $590. 265-6129, 12/16

Global Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving &: Storage

Tonight, 7 & 10 p.m.

SMoP

INTERESTED in saving nnd muking
moner? Call Gaey GiUespie-243-0995,
1/14

We Do Not Use Nets, Laquers, Sprays,

Pc.~rses
trA.fJP

swu~e u~

NE\N

EMPLOYMENT

FEMALE VOCALIST WANTED. SQul,
Steady job, good ~alary, Call 898-0742.

EICO 40 watt stereo amplifiet•, new
guarantee, $94.00, 255-5211. 12/16

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE

'"BITI. T -s

,.

6)

SCIENTISTS-ENGINEERS: Books from
the JPL Library at Cal Tech, Casa
Gr11nde Boolmtorc, 311Q Edith NE. 12/16

PIANO : used Baldwin Acrosonic; bench;
mal!ogany cabinet; superior tone, 898.:.
3730. 12/16

BLACK PERSIAN LAMB short coat. In
good condition. Inquire at 242-1557.
NEED EX"rRA CHRISTMAS MONEY 7
Sell it in the Lobo Classifled Ads.
ONE

1964 CHEVY CARRYALL, $1000; 1964
Dodge, %. ton pickup, 4 speed, 8 cylin ...
der, $750, 877-3855. 12/16

1965 'l'RIUMPH HAROLD 1200 conver·
tib!e, $800. Call Donna 242-5839, 5·9
p,m, 12/16

FORSALE

LOST & FOUND

3)

Friday, December 1~, 1969

NEW MEXICO LOBO

·~

Five persons, including two UNM students, were arrested by
campus police in the Union early Sunday morning and charged
with criminal trespass and disorderly conduct in connection
with an all-night teach-in sponsored by the New Vietnam
Moratorium Coalition.
Arrested were John P. Lane, 18, and Nancy Adair, 22, both
UNM students, Manuel Wright, 23, a former UNM student, and
two juveniles aged 16 and 17.
The two juveniles were placed in the city's Juvenile
Detention Home and Wright and Lane were released on $125
bond. The jailer at county jail said Miss Adair was still in
custody yesterday afternoon.
Wright, Lane, and Miss Adair were scheduled for arraignment
at 11 a.m. today.
Union director Kirby Krbec said yesterday the five were
arrested after they refused to vacate the Activities Center
(second floor) of the Union when directed to do so early
Sunday.
Krbec said an agreement had been worked out between
members of the New Vietnam Moratorium Coalition and the
Union Board whereby a room 011 the first floor of the Union
was reserved for those wishing to conduct an all night teach-in
in the building.
Krbec said it was understood that teach-in participants
would move into Room 129 after midnight so the building
could be secured.
Krbec said Tony Ohni, student night manager in the Union,
spolte to a group of 75 on the second floor of the Union at
midnight and told the group that Room 129 was open for
their use.
"The group told Olmi they weren't going to leave," Krbec
said.
Krbec said he c.ontacted Vice President for Student . Affairs
Harold Lavender at 2 a.m. at which time it was decided to
call the campus police. Krbec said he informed the group of
the prior agreement and all but five persons either left the
building or moved to Room 129.
·
Krbec said 20 to 30 people remained in Room 129 until 6
Sunday morning.
.
Lavender said he did not know if any disciplinary · action
would be taken against the two students by the University
administration.

A Mexican-American students'
conference on education ended
yesterday at the University with the
creation of a joint council to plan the
next conference.
Student representatives from five of
New Mexico's colleges and universities
attended the conference, which was
originally set up as a discussion of
educational problems facing
Mexican-American students.
The joint council is made up of two
representatives from all colleges and
universities which sent students to the
conference, and from other schools
showing an interest in the council, It
will try to identify problems facing
Mexican-Americans, not just in
education, but in other areas as well.
The problems identified will be used as
discussion topics in the next
conference,
Two Resolutions
The conferenc~ also adopted two
resolutions presented by Ernesto Barela,
the University Physical Plant
representative.
The resolutions were adopted
Saturday morning after a discussion of
the relevance of UNM 's Physical Plant
workers' problems to representatives
from other state schools.
The first resolution states that UNM
is a racist institution because it does
not pay Physical Plant workers a
"living wage," and because the
University turns out teachers dedicated
to "keeping the chicano ignorant."
Second Resolution
The second resolution adopted by
the conference censures UNM President
Ferrel Heady and New Mexico G'>v.
David F. Cargo for not allowing the
Physical Plant workers the right to
collective ·bargaining; .. ·
Ed Benavidez, a University
coordinator for the conference, said the
split caused by the vote "dramatized
the disunity" and "showed a need for
unity" among Mexican-Americans.
Eliezer Risco·Lozoda, chairman of
the La Raza studies dl'partment at the
Fresno, Calif., state college, said
Saturday that Mexican-American
students must not create cliques within
the group, but must work together for
everyone's good.
"Sell·Outs"
Much of the discussion during the
conference centered on what some
members called the "vendidos", or
those Mexican-Americans who "sold
out" to the establishment, and had lost
sight of
the
needs
of
Mexican-Americans in the barrios and
other poverty areas.
A student from the University of
Albu[luerque criticized the conference
for centering only on education, and

not the more broad needs ·•·of
Mexican-Americans, He suggested that
conference representatives "go sit on a
poor neighborhood sidewalk, and see
how it feels to be _poor," He then
walked out of the conference,
Santiago Juarez, from Eastern New
Mexico University, said he was "sick"
of the use of the word vendido in the
conference. He said Mexican-Americans
cannot turn their backs on their people
who hold establishment jobs, but must
give them a chance to prove they have
not sold out. He said many people
working for the establishment who are
Mexican-Americans are working for their
people as well.
Need Support
Victoria Rivera, a UNM
representative, said many
Mexican-Americans within the syl'.t.em
could help chicanos more, but they
need the support of their people.
Several seminars in the conference
discussed only Mexican-Americans in the
educational system, and other groups
discussed all Mexican-American
problems.
One group suggested three goals for
the conference. One was to work on
all problems facing Mexican-Americans,
especially education; the second was to
work to publicize the problems to gain
support for eliminating them, and the
third was to carry out programs
designed to eliminate the problems.
No Action
No action was taken on the
proposals, as more discussions were
started about the purpose of the
conference,
Manuel Delgado, who is trying to
start a nation-wide chicano student
· ·orgatJization:" for the National Student
Association (NSA), said the group
should not try to define chicanismo,
but to work for all problems, He said
one of the things prohibiting the
conference from being effective was the
"in-fighting" at the conference.
Delgado said the groups gathered at
the University had no power because
they have no money, and their main
goal should be to raise money to bring
people from the barrios to educational
centers.
Delgado said if an association was
not started out of the initial
conference, as more Mexican-American
students started to get more involved,
an association would form.
Benavidez said a common consensus
had been reached by the" end of the
conference. He said the "time for
attacking one another . . . and giving
more ammunition to the gringo . . . is
over. Now we can start working V£ith
one another."

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Kiva Session

Over 200 student.s from all over New Mexico attended a
th:roe-duy conference on the Mexican-American and education,

~-----------------------·····~···c-·1·&-2•1--2-~
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Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
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The New Mexico Lobo Is published
daily every regular week of the Univer~ity year by the Board of Student Publications of the Anociated Studenll of
the University af New Mexico, and is not
fi~ancially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 871 06. Subscription rate is $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Un•igned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represl!nll the views
of the A5Sociated Students or of the Uni·
Yel'sity of New Mexico,

Editot•ial

What Useful Purpose?
Submitting oneself to arrest as a
demonstration of commitment to a cause
can be an admirable gesture providing
the cause has substance and the arrest
has the potential for focusing attention
on a particular problem or issue.
Students across the nation have
willingly gone to jail to protest social
injustice and have repeatedly been maced
and clubbed for their protest efforts.
In most cases, arrests and beatings,
however unpleasant, have been fruitful to
the degree to which they focus public
attention on racism, bigotry, and war,
and
display youth's couragecms
commitment to social change.
We find it difficult, however, to
un.flerstand the motivc~s of the five
nersons who forced a confrontation with
University officials in the Union Sunday
morning and were subsequently arrested
and charged with criminal trespass and
disorderly conduct.
The
New Vietnam Moratorium
Coalition was given a room in the Union
for its planned all-night teach-in through
an agreement between Coalition members
and the Union Board, the policy-making
body for the Union.
When the time came for vacation of

the second floor of the Union,
something di~~ussed and agreed upon by
both p~ties, five teach-in participants
decided that rather than move peacefully
to tr.1e assigned room, they would
provo~.~e Union officials into a direct
confrontation. They obviously knew their
actio·n could result only in arrest, and if
necessary, for.~ible removal from the
bu.:Uding.
Considering that Union and University
officials had made efforts to accomodate
the teach-in, we view as ridiculous the
attempt of the five students to provoke
a confrontation, and to build an issue
on the basis of that confrontation.
Thert! have been similar attempts by
c:.=tmpus organizations this year to
provoke confrontations, and fortunately,
University officials have not acted hastily
in dealing with those provocations
We have been in complete sympathy
with nearly all of the campus protest
demonstrations and the causes they
sought to further, but we cannot
evaluate our position on a confrontation
solely on the basis of "students versus
administration."
It would be absurd for us to support
and encourage confrontation for the sake
of confrontation.

'Something's Gone A little Wrong •. .'

The Tangled Wire
(A Bi~~o~1n M~2c~lysis)
I have just finished reading the Nov. 29 issue of
The Black Panther, and am fran~y amazed. Last week,
a Young Socialist Alliance orgamzer told me that the
Black Panther Party line was "Kill the Pig" and the
slogan was "Get a Gun," · so I expected the cartoon on
the cover; Friday night, I was _asked to leave the B~U
Convention on the WAC questwn, and after presentmg
my credentials as a sympathetic j~Jurnalis~, was denied
the opportunity to see the Black h1story film shown the
next day: so I was prepared for a Panther attitude of
animosity toward white people.
But anti-pig cartoon on the ~ack of the Panther
paper depicts a pig clubbing a W:h1te m~n; and on the
inside pages, picture:s of the (white) Ch1cago S?ven ~re
displayed along with leaders of the Black L1berat10n
Struggle.
YSA Wrong
The real surprise, though, was in the printed word.
Here was r1o sterile accounting of the events of the
day, but hardhitti.ng facts. ;fransc~pts of the Chicago
trial; copies of appeal documents m the Huey Newton
case; str:oJght-from-th~-shoulder reports from Panther
chapters on progress m the breakfast programs - . FBI
investigations of the Panthers
arrests on fbmsy
charges that can only be called bureaucratic kidnapping
lone brother "arrested," five months after a Bad
Conduct Discharge, for being "AWOL"). Here are field
reports of speaking toul'S descriptions of police
surveillance and provocations letters from solitary
confinement cells.
And more - here are the clearly-reasoned arguments
for Black control of Black communities; the historical
justification for their demands for reparations; the logic
behind a movement clearly revolutiomtry.
In the back pages are ads for records and art Panthers have learned the revolutionary lesson that sight
and sound make hist'ry go 'round (excuse the pitiful
poetry); and reproduced in full is the Panther program
for change - a constructive foundation, not just another
criticism.
Anti-Panther War No Surprise
It's easy to see why the Justice Department is at
war with the Panthers. The things that need to be done
to obliterate American racism are profound: to make
the necessary changes is tantamount to admitting that
all our talk about "integration" and "insuring equal
rights" for all the~c years has been a lot of bunk. To
give a black man a fair trial is to admit that the deck
'Y,llS stacked for _all those now in jail; and to puU the
white police out of the black community is equivalent
to withdrawing troops from Vietnam.
• There is no question in my mind about who the
Panthers represent. They represent their brothers and
sisters, black, red, yellow, brown, or white, who are
cast aside and stepped on by the Great Society. They
speak words of a people united in a struggle for
freedom. They represent the spirit that moved the men
and women who carved America out of the wilderness
- and that spirit, even. though out history books call it
a thing of the past, is still alive.
I hope it never dies.

As Many As I0.000

Guardsmen, Reserves Sign Protest
.

SAN FRANCISCO - (CPS)
- As many as ten thousand
National Guardsmen and
military reservists are. ready to
jeopardize their military
positions by joining together to
protest the Vietnam War and
American imperialism.
An estimated five to ten
thousand guardsmen and
reservists have been signing a
protest statement now being
clandestinely circulated

I~i

·

throughout the country and
scheduled for release probably
during Moratorium activi~ies
this month.
The statement is one of the
strongest · released by any
military group. "One Vietnam
is enough " it reads, "Too
many peopie have been killed
already·."
The statement continues:
"We demand total withdrawal
of ALL our fellow American

Decisions About PE
Le ft UP t Q CQ II eges
.
°,

U NM's general faculty last
month a dopted a policy leaving
the qu estion of a physical
education requirement up to
l'nd"IVl'dual colleges.
Formerly four credit hours
'
· d ·
y
of P. E.f were dreqUire
m ever
t'
college or gra ua ton.
has
To date one college
decided to ' continue the four
hour requirement, and six are
considering the question.
Th College of Engineering
facult; voted last Friday to
t" e the PE requirement
~~n i~n~s now, ~aid Engineering
Dean R.C. Dove.
Nathaniel Wollman, dean of
Arts and Sciences, said the P.E.
question "has been referred to
the advisory committee and
ill be considered with other
He added he did not
know ~hen the matter would
be taken up but it would be
"dered first by the
cons !ttce and then by the
%:m~nd 'sciences faculty as a
h 1
w e.
R R Rehder College
of B~s~~ess' Administration, said
he did not exP.ect the matter
up until after
t ·k
b

~tters"

f>

By HOLLY BECKLEY
of the late blues singer Josh
"It's So Hard to Tell Who's White. She accompanies herself
Going to Love You the B<!st,. (as did White) .with a l2·sttin_g'
;::.;.· (Capitol ST·271) by Karen guitar or a banjo, and 18
· Dalton has all the qualities of backed up by a bass-player and
a real "da,wn home" blues a drummer,
record that really puts the
Although most.· of the
·;.blues across to the listener. selections on the album are
:Miss Dalton Wrote on the well done, Miss Dalton has a
{ialbum cover:
few that are outstanding.
, t~
The singer stings a chord, Among these is Fred Neil's
t
and bends the silent "Little Bit of Rain". When she
·•
after-drum into the sings "if you should look b_ack,
·."
singularity of my try to forget all the bad t1mes
:.
mind . • . In reflection the - all the lonely, blue, and sad
•.
singer seeks only eyes, times" - the listener wonders
··
reaching. away if she '11 ge~ the line o;ut
memories • . • The singer without breakmg down. M1ss
strings a song - some Dalton also does a go<Od job
"Window reflecting my with another Fred Neil !long,
eyes opens. . A feather "Blues on the Ceiling". That
flight, dreamfloa~ing my "blue" feeling pours dl,lt of the
heart away ..•
atereo; and then she comes on
And she manages to put these strong with "even cocaine
feelings into her son as she couldn't ease the pain." ,
"tries to remember all the
The other really good
good tim<ls . . . and just a little selecti.on on the album is Miss
bit of rain."
'Dalton's rendition of Tim
Something about Miss Hardin's "How Did the Feeling
Dalton's voice or maybe her F<!el to You". lt's a good song
gentle, easy style is r(lminiscent to start with; and although
,J.

.1:

·-~

....-..- ..
" ' ·. •

u-

"lo"Vers-in·th~·nte~dowa n d • t h e - s u n • s h f n in~·

D ean f F'me Arts . Clmton
Ad ams satd a commtttee
oft
.11
t
d
t
d
f
culty·
Wl
mee
s u en s an
a
E
P· • ·
t h.1s . week t o d"1scuss the
.
reqUirement.
Mrs. IIse Gay, a dml.ni'stratt've
R E
asst'stant to Dean
· ·
C
ll
I,awrence of the
o ege o f
Ed
t"
said the Education
uca 10n,
faculty "has not m~de any
moves': o!l the que;twn, ~~~ II'
that lt IS • not . ye on
..
agenda for diSCUSSIOn.
..
Acting Dean of the Co!lege ~
of. Pharmacy K.H. Stahl said a
committee ofld fact~ ~~d ~
students wou
s u. y
e •
matter for rec?mmendat~ons. f ..
The executive com~•ttee o
~..
the College_ of. Nurslm~ :~t
Wednesday to dlscu~
e . .
requirement, . and wtll make. a •
recommendation to the. Nursmg
faculty next week, said Dean ..
of Nursing Louise B. Mubrrahy.1
•
Students under the ac eor ..
of university studies degree ..
program will not be . affectedt •
by the P.E. requ1remen
..
question since they take 12.8 ~
ho~rs
ill; subjec~ 0~ 1their ..
choice, sa1d M~s.. ayH aHoubse,
•
secretary to Wtlham · u er,

.

semesfer II

We Will Be Open During the Noon Hour

Sale Price $4.50

Room 220, Journalism Buildino

HOST TOWNS OF NEW MEXICO:

( NW Corner y ole and Central)

kin:on and Karl Kcrnberger. 168 pp.,
ph.otos$.7 50
Sale Price $6.75
Pnce .
NEW MEXICO IN THE 19TH CENTURY:
A Pictorial History, by ~ndrew K. Gregg,
206 pp., 500 ole! engravmgs.
. $6 75
. $7 .50
Sale Pnce ·
Pncc

Cash Ooly

Wed,

5-6

PM

Pizza Slices
. 15¢

_, "tU · ..,. ·
Centrm,.., nlvers•.,·
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~B~N~VE~AN~OFmeooca
MOUNTAINS, by H. D. HARRIN.GJON.

400

pp., 149 drawings.

Price $8.95

.

Sale Pnce

$~.00

MINERALS OF N:MEXICO, byStua.rt
A. Northrop. Every mineral recorded m
. New Mexico is described and eve~y s1t.e
where if has been found is listed '" thiS.
complete reference work. 681 PP·• iwocolor
. $5 .00
Price map.
$10.00
Sale Prtce

fHE LIFE AND DEATH OF J?HN HENRY
TUNSTALL, compiled and ed,te~ b.y Fred• k W. Nolan · The.. letters, d1artes
enc
• h and
adventures of an . itmerant Eng 1IS man,
supplemented with other ~~cuments and
annotation. 522 pp., 43 · Ill us. + 00
Price $&.95
.Sale Price "'4.

------- ---------~ -------Paperback Specials

THE SOUTHWESTERN JOURNALS OF
ADOLPH F. BANDELIER, 1880-1882, edited
by Charles H. Lango & Carroll L Riley.
462 PP• .
Sale Price $9.00
Price $12.00
NAVAHO TRADING DAYS, by Elizabeth
Hagemann. 400 pp., 318 ph?tos$.5 00
Price $7,50
Sale Prtce .

C.

HOUSE AT OTOWI BRIDGE, The
THE f Ed'th Warner and Los Alamos,
~tyo~e:gy ~ond church. 1159 ~p., $i2110~
, $4 •50I
So e Pnce
·
Pnce

SUN FATHER'S WAY, The Kiva Murals of
Kuaua, by Bertha P. Dutton. 253 .PP·•
3 color plates, 111 photos, 6 drawmgs.
Price $! 5.00
Sale Price $5.00

TOMBSTONE'S I:PITAPH, byf Douglafr!:
Mdrtin. A history of the 'II amovs
tier newspaper. 301 PP·saleu~rice $2.50
Price $5.9~;

RICHARD .WETHERILL: ~~ASAZI! by
Fronk McNitt (Revised Ed,hon). Plctn~er
explorer of ancient Southwestern rums,
ond discoverer of Mesa Verde. 400 pp.,
16 photos.
• $5 00
Price $10.00
·Sale Pnce '

TOUGHEST OF THEM ALL, . by Glenn
Shlrioy. Outlaws and lawmen. 155 pp.,
bibllog rophy.
SoIa Price $1.50
Price $3.50

'

WEEK IN VANHUITLAN, by Res> Par-. manter. The past and present In a r~·
mole Mexican village; an account m
words and Ink sketch!!S of th<>· greaJ
•monastery at Yanhuitlan. 387 pp., 12
drawings.
· $3 00
Price $6.95
Sale Pnce '

GEORGE CURRY 186 t-1947, An A~to·
• .. h edjtcd by H. B. Honmg.
b,ograpf ytho remarkable career from a
r~llls cell to tho governor's mansion of
New Mexico. 351 pp., lllus. .
Price $6.50
Sale Pnco $2.00

Price $5.95

Every

progr~m.

Decem b er 15- J9 I 1969
8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.

Books at $1 to $2.50

':

•

1969 70

ANNUAL CHRISTMAS BOOK SALE

---- ---------
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- -·THf--tJN!VERSITY Qf NEW MFX'ICQ PRESS

DOLLS:a~i;:i:::·:

. . A~STIN VICTORIAN, by Norton
AlFRED
'
b'bl'
'ndcx
'
B. Crowell. 306 pp.; 1 ~~~; Prieo $2.00

10¢ BEER

t
t on a variety
Sixteen one-hour courses will be av~~ a ~Pnex" se~,~s ~r" "Pass" and
of topics Grading system: student earns ''A or
ass or
al .
t d ts
"Fa'll" do. not enter into grade-point computation. Class size: 15 s u. ?n
.
d
d t N prereqUISites
per course. Open to any full-time undergra uate stu en . o
at 9·00
Special pre-registration on Saturday, January 17, 1970,
'I .bl
fi
d P . 'f for enrollment are aval a e
a m.-12 noor:t, first come, 1rst serve · non 1es
. ..
d
nd
o~ Jan. 5 for students who signed petition for student-mltlate course a
for cert. a in students enrolled in General Honors
"I ble at
d d
'b'
ses IS now aval a
full brochure listing an
escn mg cour
. .
erson or
U.S.P. Office, the Honors Center, Zimmerman Library. Inquire 10 p
by phone: 277-2201 or 277-2900.

~

::::$::::INA
Their Identification, by Harold 5 · ~ol·
ton. 162 PP·• 330 drawings, 87 repro uc·
!Ions, 8 in color,
6 75
Price $7.50
Sale Price $ ·
s Ch . t'
SAINTS
VALLEY
tan
Images inINtheTHE
History,
Life,: and.m Folk
Art of New Mexico, by Jose E. Espmosa.
136 pp., 47 photos, mop.
,
Price $7.50
Sale Pnce $5.00
AFICIONADO'S SOUTHWESTERN COOKING, by Ronald Johnson. 124 pp., draw-

***

OKIE'S

p
The undergraduate Semi· nor rogrom

,.

~:~t~'we;~7an:p:~a~n; ~f::• ~~~!~ro:~~

** *

throughout Latin America and
Asia, We don't want
Guatamala, Thailand or Bolivia
to become the Vietnam& of the
1970's. One Vietnam is enough;
too many people have been
killed already to preserve
America's overseas empire.
"As men who have served in
the armed forces, we have seen
first hand the dangerously
growing power of American
militarism. As soldiers and as
citizens we believe we have a
special obligation to speak out
against it."
..,

!"'..,,.....,..,,...,..,.....,,..,..,..,...,...,....,,...,..,...,..,...,...,..,...,...,..,..,..,...,...,...,...,..,..,..,...,...,...

AMERICAN INDIAN PAINTING of the

Because I have been told that writers don't use
colUJl?.IlS to voice their personal grudges, I will not go
into . a carefully prepared two-page tirade against Frontier
Ford and their rotten service on some of the new
vehicles they sell.
1
til.I t ·
· . f'
d t
am s
.rymg. to 1gure out what I am allowe
o
comment on m this column. I can't use the language
you and I use every day, and I am not allowed to say
nasty things about certain elements of the campus and
community.

through·the-leaves•:. type th!ng
that many mov1es are ustng
now. She countetacts this with.
the s<!ntim.(!nt that "(jM more
I have always had uncouth and rude things to say
·· long
night &smakes
no
difference,
.lis
about
the cheerleaders and Chaparrals so it seems fittinct<>
there's another uight to
makl! right what ·you did to start there again. Rotten, redundant, uncoordinated,
wrong." The combh'lttt~ort of unenergetic, unimaginative, and in general a wac;te of the
the type o£ music and the activity fees that go to their support. However, there is
type of fMling re-sults In art a good looking one. this year. She's third from the left,
outstanding. song. •·
·
· blonde, and fun to watch.
On. the :whole, .. the album
<!otnes off as a vet~ · gentle;,:
quiet sort of thing· that> would
It's really strange to see the unpbysically fit campurs
probably sound best il'l · a dark;
room with a fire . burning and poFce slouching all over the arena during a game when
the rain' beating down outside. we all know there are devious little people outside the
It is a relaxed, sad
building enhancing their collections of tape cartridge_
reminiscence of , the "blues"
players and tachometers. You can't blame the fuzz for
attd W·ould be appreciated by
not patrolling the student lots more thoroughly though,
anyone who has known, that
it takes a tank of gas and snow tires just to get into
relaxed, flad reminiscent feeling. them.

Association" based in San
soldiers from Vietnam now • . , '~rancl'sco said many of the
We demand total withdrawal "
now of all the A~erican signers are students on college
soldiers advising the armtes of campuses.
The G.I. A~sociatlon,
dictatorships throughout Latin
America and Asia ... "
registered at P.O. Box 3~387
The statement does not in Snn Franicsco 94131, IS a
violate any military law, coalition .o.f Army, Marine, Air
according to Lt .. Col.. James Force and Coast Gua-rd
Elliott, public affatrs officer f?r reservists and National
the National Guard Bureau m Guardsmen, according to
the Pentagon. But signees may Hochschild. The full statement
face tacit reprimands from says:
"We, the undersigned, are
lower rank officers in their
individual locales, and some officers and enlisted men of
spokesmen he.r~ for those the United States Military
signing the pet1t10n say they Reserve Forces.
dsk activization.
.
"We wear ~he same uni~01;m
Elliott told CPS that his as the Amencan troops e1~g
office has investigated reports killed and maimed every day m
of the petition."·
Vietnam. We want those
But Elliott did not deny the soldiers home . . . alive.
' ' We d e m a n d t o t a l
possibility that there may be. a
pet1·t1•0 n, "As a rule," he satd, withdrawal of ALL
f ourv· fellow
t
"you've got to remember that American soldiers
rom
· t
b t t1e nam
ps
t·he guard is composed of a lot now. Not JUS dcomf a es roobut,
of young people, and it's the not J'ust groun
ore ,
thing today from young people ALL troops.
t t
t0
~ sk
f 0 r •. m mediate .
" We d e m a n d
o a1
u
•
v·
t
"
wt'thdrawal now of all the
w'1thdrawal from 1e nam.
h
A spokesm·an for the .,.
m-oup, American soldiers.
ht. e
d advising
t
Adam Hochschild of "G.I.. armies of
leta ors IP~

~~~-~e~~a~e~n~t~·~~==~~~~d~i~re~c~t~m~~o!f~U~n~i!w~r~~~~~~C=o=ll~e~g=e·~~~~....~·~·~·=..._~..._=..._~....~••••................................................
9hr1stmas vaca JOn.

Lobo Review
. . ••
• ·
Miss Dalton :·doesn;t do It tHe •
same. way .Hardin does, i!hg geti.
nght in · ,there and _sirf~s. · tlie
feeling ~'7 · rather than-· ftist th!l'
words. The , haunt•y muslb
b ri n g s to m 1 n d:.~ t: he

'"
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~a things of the Wind, by Michael Jen•

~Down.. H.·om
. . ·e:
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in~s.
Pnce $4.95

Dalton's. Blues

-

c-

r

.

-.

. VAN VECH1'EN & THE TWENTIES,
CARL
. 16o p photos.
b.y Edward
Lueders.
PSa·•1e p.nee $l.OO.. - - - • - - - - ~--Price $3·00
·

i'OLITICS IN NEW MEXICO, by Jack i;,
Holmes. 351 pp., tables, grdphs.
Price $7.95
Sole Price $6.00
THE HOLLOMAN STORY, by George F.
Meeler. Space Age hislo[Y. 215 PP•• 40
photos, bibliograph~.
$
Price $5.95
Sa 1e Pr 1C<; . 3•00

THE ROAD TO SANTA FE: Th<; Jo~rnul THE LAND OF POCO TIEMPO, by
and Diaries of George Champlm s,bley, Charles F. tummis. Lvmmis presents a
vivid picture of the old Southwest, deedited by Kate L. Gregg. 2B 8 pp.
the wanderings of the people ?1
Price $2.45
Sale Price $1.50 (paper) scribes
Cochiti pueblo, and gives a sho~t hi~
NEW MEXICO BIRDS AND WHERE TO tory of the sky pueblo of Acoma, m, th•s
FIND THEM, by J. Stokley Ligon, 416 PP·• new facsimile edition. 328 pp., 38 ,nus).
Pric~ $2.50
Sale Price $1.00 (paper
86' ill us., 34 i;olor plaies.
Price $4.95
Sale Price $3.00 (paper)
TRADERS TO THE NAVAJOS, The Story
CHECKLIST OF NEW MEXICO PUBLICA· of the Wetherill• of Kayenta, by Frances
TIONS 1850·1953, by Wilma Loy Shel- Gillmor and Louisa Wade Wetherill, 273
ton. All official literature published by .or pp.
Sale Price $1.00 (paper)
for the Territory or Stole of New Me~•to Price $2.45
.,
is included with pertinent Information.
KENNETH M. ADAMS, A RETROSPEC246 PP•
Price $3.50
Sole Price $1.50 (paper) TIVE, by Van Deren Coke. 31 pp., 21
CORONADO KNIGHT OF PUEBLOS AND ill us.
Sale Price $.50 (paper)
PLAINS, by' Herbert E. Bolton. D[· Bhol- Price $1.25
resents a wealth of facts •n I l.s
~~~o~tructlon. of the Coronado Expedi- RAYMOND JONSON, A RETROSP~CTIVE
EXHIBITION, by Van Deren Coke. 32 pp.,
tion of 1540. 512 PP·• 3 maps.
Price $3.45
Sale Price $2.25 {paper) 22 lllu.<. ·
Sale Price $..SO (paper)
Price $1.25
LIEUTENANT EMORY REPORTS, lntrod~c
tion and notes by Ross Calvin. A r?pnnt GUIDE TO THE FISHES OF NEW MEXI·
of Lt. W. H. Emory's notes of a mthtary co, by William J. Koster. 125 pp., 10,4
reconnaissance. 216 PP•r maps.
iii us.
Sale Price $.50 (poper)
Price $2.45
Sale Price $1.00 (poper) Price $1.25
OUR LADY OF THE CONQUEST, by Fray
An elico Chavez. Fully documented book NEW MEXICO PROBATE: MANUAL, by
bgut the cult of La Conqulstcdora, t~e Arie Polde..Vaart. This guide ancld rffer·
ence presents In cleon, canden:e arm
~~a~ue of the Virgin carded into batt. e 'the
laws of New Mexico governmg dece·
during the reconquest of New Mexico '"
dents'
estatas. 203 PP·
1692 104 pp., 10 lllus.
)
Sale Price $1.00 {paper)
. Prlc~· $2.50
Sale Prlce $1.00 (paper Pt,i~ .$5.00

1
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Campaign Statements
(Editor's Note: The following
are campaign statements from
those Senate candidates who
submitted their statements to The
Lobo.)

Pat Boatwright

Now Open
Discount Imports
418 Central SW
(across from the

Kim~heatre)

Featuring:

In seeking a position in
Student Senate, a candidate
must consider his responsibility
to the entire student body.
My purpose is to see that
student government shifts its
focus of attention from merely
passing mountains of resolutions
to concerning itself with
matters that will more directly
benefit the students. For
instance, if the Popular
Entertainment Committee were
subsidized by student
government rather than
operating on its currently
self-sustaining basis, high quality
performances could be offered
at a significantly reduced price
for students. I ' would like to
see the Mirage budgeted as it
was a year ago so that each
student desiring a copy could
obtain one at a reasonable
price rather than the exorbitant
fee now being charged. I would
like to work for an effective
teacher evaluation program that
would benefit the faculty as
well as the student body by
allowing weaknesses within each
department to be detected. By
reinitiating a program such as
"The Forum," debates, panel
discussions, and speakers could
concern themselves with
virtually any issue of state,
national, or campus significance,
Students would be given the
opportunity to question each
speaker and suggest topics for
future discussion, all within an
informal type of framework.
Student Senate essentially
has a dual purpose. Not only
must it reflect and vocalize the
opinion of students on major
-issues, but more importantly, it
must also make itself relevant
to each student as an
individual by sponsoring
programs of direct benefit.

Cameron Carreras
· As of late, the Associated
Student Government at UNM
has come under a great deal of
criticism. It has been said that

the body as a whole is
worthless 11nd the action taken
by it is meaningless. I agree
that, at times, Senate tends to
get "hung-up" on petty details
and communication breakdown
between the members, but I
think with concentrated
forethought and effort Senate
can work effectively and
efficiently with the authority it
is given.
I feel that Senate should be
the voice of the student body
here at UNM. The moods and
attitudes of the students should
prevail in Senate. If elected I
will try to make Senate the
voice and working body of
students at UNM.

Gay Cook
By way of introduction, my
name is Gay Cook; I am a
sophomore Political Science
major from Illinois, a dorm
resident, and a candidate for
the Senate,
I am a Senate candidate
because I believe that on a
campus such as ours where
over 60 percent of the students
commute there is a real need
for
a strong student
government to coordinate the
needs of the commuter and
resident students. Secondly, I
want to see Senate work in a
more positive manner to
upgrade the overall quality of
this university.
Quite basically, my platform
is thi;;;:
Establishment of a
committee with three
representatives from the Senate,
Residence Hall Council,
Interfraternity Council,
Panhellenic Council, and
commuters, to be appointed by
the ASUNM president, to
investigate methods of
integrating commuter students
into the university community.
Increased efforts to provide
better black, chicano, and
American Indian studies
programs with emphasis on the
development of an American
Indian Center on campus.
Establishment of a
committee to·- inves'tigate
methods of improving academic
counseling and registration
procedures.

The Federal
Service Entrance
Examination

Panasonic-full line dealer
Craig-full line dealer
Sony-color TV & radios

Tuesday, Dec. 16 at 1:00 p.m. and
Wednesday, Dec. 17 at 8:30a.m.

Toshiba-TV, cartapes, AMIFM
radios
Sharp -radios & tapes

at University College and Counseling Center
in Room 8

(Continued from page 4,)
purpose and the power of
Senate.
This Ia ck of interest in
Senate is a reflection of the
lack of student participation . in
all student affairs. To remain
representative of the students I
feel that Senate has an
obligation to increase the
inter est of the students in
campus affairs.
Sen11te should take positive
measures in increasing the
communication from the school
to the student. The first step
in the effort to increase
student involvement could be a
committee composed of those
who are most directly affected
by the problem - those who
commute to school and those
who live in the residence halls.
Through this committee
Senate could discover exactly
why students do not participate
and
what
means of
communication would be most
effective. If student
participation within student
government could be increased,
Senate could become a more
representat.ive body.
Students could then also
conceive Senate as a body to
represent their ideas and
opinions in campus affairs.
Since I have worked within
Senate and understand the
mechanics of its operation, I
think that I could effectively
work toward the goal of

Senate dr&fting of a monthly
newslette1· to be posted in the
Union and to be sent to all
campus organizations and
governing bodies in the
residence halls and Greek
houses. to
improve
communications between
students and the Senate.
Finally, I want Senate to
work in a positive manner to
effectively counteract outside
intervention in university affairs
th11t threatens the preservation
of academic freedom and
self-autonomy on this campus.

Leonard Delayo
The Associated Students of
UNM is dying. The organization
has become complacent with its
own accomplishments and now
is neither progressing nor
regressing. We have reached a
standstill that is destroying· the
collective potential of every
student on campus. As a
Senator I hope to bring a new
life to ASUNM.
Student Government is not
reaching the students. The
reason is evident: it is no
longer concerned with student
welfare. An attitude of
community and state concern
has become the dominant force
directing the affairs of the
Associated Students. While this
attitude is admirable, I believe
that we should solve the
campus problems of UNM
before solving the world
problems. Should we worry
about poverty around New
Mexico when UNM still pays
subsistence wages? Should we
be concerned with social
welfare before student welfare?
How can we begin to work for
the betterment of the city or
state until we solve the
frustrations and problems of
our own university? I believe
Student Government should
work WITH the students to
build a better university, We
can not solve problems of
equality and justice in New
Mexico until we provide a
solution for these same
problems at UNM.
As a Senator I would bring
the Associated Students back
on campus to attempt a more
perfect university and then we
could join together with
Academic Power and provide
the aid the city, state and
nation needs.

greater student involvement and
a more representative aenate.

resolutions are punchless. I they are supposed to give one
believe only swift practical a well-rounded education, The
action on the issues of the only ones I question are
Scott Key
University and those that affect physical education and foreign
Currently I am President of the University and it's students language.
the Baptist Student Center on should be considered.
I p r o p o s e t h e language
In the delegation of money requirement be reduced to two
campus. As a senator I would
work for increased student I believe that groups that have semesters irastead of four. If
action through Senate. Also for shown or can show up such a change was made, the
greater student access to the potential for success should be two semester program would
administration of UNM through sufficiently rewarded. There
have to be organized in a
an independent office of should be no gambling of any
different way from what it is
Ombudsman to assist students kind with the money which at
now. The language department
in their conflicts with the all times, as many students has been considering different
administration.
know, can be so precious.
ways of how this could be
Established facilities or groups, done. I would like very much
Frank Margarella
if not functioning up to par,
to work with the language
I am a candidate for the should be reevaluated
department
in seeking a change
Student Senate of UNM practically and thoroughly.
in the requirement.
because I have definate beliefs Items under the Senate's
I also feel htat some of the
in the potential of UNM as an jurisdiction should be up-dated
rates
in the book store are too
establishment of higher learning. in order to meet the needs for
high.
I like the idea of the
I believe I know what the today, for as we know with
SDS-proposed
bookstore but if
majority of the students want each year's freshman class,
and that is a place to receive UNM 's face is constantly
(Continued on page 8.)
the best education possible. I changing and to be a
will work to facilitate this progressive Univeristy UNM
function no matter what your must change with it's face.
bag is. I will work to .keep
Senate's attention to the
pressing problems which will
Kevin O'Connor
affect the student in his push
Last year lots of criticism
to get an education. I believe was raised about the language
the Senate has the power to requirement and the language
keep the standards of this department. There are some
university high, if not raise who want it changed and
biggest name in
them, and it should not burden others who want it abolished
Hot Dogs"
itself with issues that it cannot entirely, I don't want it
4201 Central N.E: 265-7410
hope to shape the outcome. I abolished entirely. On the
believe Senate should not be whole, I feel the requirements ·5810 Menaul N.E. 2684147
cluttered with punchless as they are set up by Arts and
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
resolutions, though not all Sciences are necef!Sary because

INCONVENIENCE!
EMBARRASSMENT!
TROUBLE!
WHO NEEDS TH·EM?

~if~l2. /Fib~ff~

4¥

0~ dft.t..R.d~ 1C:O.

WEEDibl~ ~!JO"'

HOIII LIS, S,.ABIUS

~j)~*!·
... Jli1af(4JIII~

~
PIP rL£STII

squanE TIES. ••••
2rohJ~K @®ru!r@
~~~/Jizu4.,

l(o"l@fHJ: @N~sio~
G:AIJEfNJDJ\fRS
a4/lilJIOJI.l,I,,III(.U,••t/V

-Save Yourself The Embarrassment Of Having To Borrow Money.
-It's Tough To Get A Check Cashed By A Stranger When You Need Gas Or Have Car
Trouble.

Having been involved in
Senate since I was a freshman,
as a senate assistant and a
legislative assistant, I have
always realized the power that
Senate wields. I have also
realized that the majority of
students do not understand the

Interested Students may pick up application forms al the Placement Center
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Senate HOpefuls Give Platform

Donna Hammonds

will be given on campus

NEW MEXICO LOBO

YOU CAN HAVE THE ·CONVENIENCE OF A TEXACO NATIONAL
CREDIT CARD AND AT THE SAME TIME BE BUILDING CREDIT
SECURITY FOR YOUR FUTURE.

1 £>2 iJ~
dJfi®a~fllW JlilliECS

iNweNuirY.IAJWEREDJ

(Continued on page 5.)
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~ ~=5.

Hit113

Brand Name Lp's-88c & up
Oldies but Goodies-six 45's ·sac
8 Track pre-recorded Tapes 2.88 up
Christmas Lp's 98c

(PLEASE DO NOT WRITE ABOVE THIS LINE)

~

~AME

MISS
CHECK ONE
MAIL
STATEMENT TO

Christmas Happiness is the exciting

D

BULOVA
ACCUTRON
CARAVme

Register for the following grand-opening prizes on display at our store.
Craig tape recorder-AM & FM roidos--45 piece dinnerware sel.beauliful silver set and many more items. No purchases required to
register and you do not have to be present to win.

,;/t
1Jjjt>
'f

b
~

DIAMONDS

MAIL
STATEMENT TO

(INITIAL)

(FIRST NAME)

(LAST NAME)

0

AGE

, ----------~~:=~~~~~~~----------MARRIED?
HOME AbDRESS:_
(NUMBER AND STf!E:ET)

COLLEGE ADDRESS:

STATE____________

~---ZIP

CARDS
DESIRED

YESO

NoD

CODE _____________

-------~~~~77.~~~~~------------------------------------------(NUMBER AND STREET)

CITY--------------------~-----STATE------------------------IP CODE-----~---------

ORANGE BLOSSOM
GOLD FASHION
ARTCARVED

HOME PHONE NO, - ---------------------SOCIAL SECURITY NO •. _____________________
MAJOR SUBJECT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - O L L E G E C L A S S I F I C A T I O N - - - - - - - - - - - - -

•

PAREI~T,

GUARbtAN OR

NEAR EST RE:LA '!'IVE: ________________ RELATIONSH IP-------------'------------~

LITTLE GIFTS

ADDRESS:--~~~~~~~~~)

PENDANTS
BRACELETS
PINS

Store hour.s: Mon.-Sat.
9:30 a.m ...:8:00 p.m.
Sundays I:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.

----=~~~~~------------(1!~1,;2)------------I[~~NAMi~------CITY~-----------------------------

BUTTERFIELD COLLECTION of gifts ...
WATCHES

D~~"'dER D

APPLICATION FOR TEXACO NATIONAL CREDIT CARD

DATE:

(NUMBER AND STREE:T

%AKIHIHE

CITY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE._ _ _ _ _ _ :Z:IP CODE
IGNATURE:
FORM S·86G•6·&9

So FILL OUT and FILL UP At Your
Local Texaco Dealer-

je11Jelers

@

SIMON'S TEXACO
2100 Central S.E.

JVSTOff TnPL~ ·

'

o Bernie Sutterfield

and DIAL 1·580 KZIA
•

.
Sop h., J r.,

Certified Gemologist
• DON HAYeS
• BIL BERG
experts on watches
·ond diCimonds ·

on your .radio for the finest
Christmas Music on the air
23l2 CI:Nf.RAL SE

.

;

STUDENT CREDIT

sr.,. Grad
. . Students

Eligible. Sorry
Freshmen, You'll Have to Wait Until Next Year.
,
,

Pick U~ Your Application At The Student Union Bulletin Bo~rd. Contact Carla Du~lap at 247-1522,
Or Fill Out This Application And Mail to-Texaco Inc., P.O. Box 2000. Bellaire, Texas 77401.

•
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Monday, December 15, 1969

Peace Corps Gets Criticism
(Editor's note: This is the
second in a series of two
articles about the Peace Corps,)
WASHINGTON (CPS) - A
source of dissaffection with the
Peace Corps has been its policy
of recruitment of people from
minority groups. Many suspect
- and they are correct - that
the corps has largely been t?e
domain of better-off white
youths who gaine~ entrance by
virture of havmg gone to
college .. Since blac~s,
Me_ xica)I.·Americans, and Ind1ans
are u/1able to afford college,
there tis built-in class and race
.P>~rimination in the corps.
Jose.ph Blatchford, newly
appointed director of the Peace
Corps, admitted in a recent
press conference t~at ,the c?rps
is almost "lily-whJte. Partially
as a result, interest in the
organization is low amon~
blacks.
Highly critical of the Peace
Corps are members of the
Committee of Returned
Volunteers (CRV), which
recently picketed the White
House while Peace Corps
country directors were
breakfasting with President
Nixon inside, They carried signs

kopy karner
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YOU, TOO, CAN LOOK
SUAVE AND DEBONAIR!

$~

RENTS TUXE.DOS!

C:OMP~ETE OUTFIT indudes Shirt, Cummerbund,
Suspenders, Handkerchief, Cufflinks, Tie and
Jlou.tanniere.
COAT & TROUSERS

'

I

'

DIAL 2.47·4347

fiRST and GOLD

$10.
$6.50

Page '1

Basketball Playoffs Underway Tonighl

Recruiting Policy Restricts
advocating abolition of the
Peace Corps and chanted, "Ho,
Ho Ho Chi Minh we're
goi~g to do the Peace Corp
in.''
.
As Blatchford met m
Maryland with top officials to
chart new directions for the
corps, CRV held a~ assembly
in Minneapolis, The
12 0 0 -member organizati~n
issued a position paper statmg
it is convinced that real
development is often impossible
without a revolution that
carries out an equitable
distribution re of economic and
political power, including
nationalization of all resources;
one which makes education,
employment, housing, and
medical care available to all the
people.
"The United States opposes
any such revolution and the
Peace Corps is an integral part
of U.S. policy. There well m~y
be many superficial changes m
the Peace Corps structure from
time to time but regardless of
these change~, it will continue
to function as an .instrument of
U.S. domination.
"Therefore we oppose the
presence of the Peace Corps

NEW MEXICO LOBO

volunteers in the Third World.
We call for abolition of the
United States Peace Corps. We
call upon present volunteers to
subvert the Peace Corps and all
other institutions of U.S.
imperialism."
The Peace Col'p experience
in Tanzania, a country in
Africa, is illustrative of the
organization's troubles abroad,
According to Ron Hert, a
volunteer in Tanzania for two
years, Tanzanian president
Julius Nyerere welcomed
volunteers in 1962, but has
now ordered them out, because
of (1) the U.S. foreign policy
which attempts to force its will
on the yellow people in
southeast Asia, (2) the U.S.
domestic policy which makes
blacks struggle for their rights,
· (3) the lack of available
technological assistance, and ( 4)
the failure of volunteers to
mingle with the people.
All these were excerbated by
the country's nationalism and
desire for black rule in Africa.
(It was 1·uled by blacks at a
time when apartheid still existed
in much of southern Africa.)
As a result, the number of
volunteers dwindled from 366
in 1966 to 143 in 1967 and a
handful in 1!'!69, due to the
government's unwillingness to
have them.
Blatchford's reforms evidence
concern for one of the areas
of conflict in Tanzania, that of
technological assistance, but
none for the other three. The
Peace Corps has announced it
will make a concerted effort
next year to recruit minority
group people, and it hw;
liberalized its hiring practices so
that one in ten employees on
the national staff are bi&ck.
But what is really crippling
the Peace Corps on the
campuses and in the world is its association with the U.S.
government. And that's an
incurable malady. No
government support, no Peace
Corps.

OF TEXAS PRESENTS IN CONCERT

Playoffs to establish ~he
all-university basketball
champion get underway tonight
with four games scheduled at
Johnson Gym,
Eight teams will participate
in the tournament, Entries were
determined by taking the top
pair o.l' teams from the
Dormitory League, Independent

League, and the two fraternity
leagues. Tonight all eight wHI
be trying to advance to the
semi -finals which will btl played
tomorrow night.
'
Last year's champions, Alpha
Tau Omega, will not have a
chance to defend their title
since they could not crack the
top two in Fratccnity League.

The pamngs promise some
interesting action. The top
dorm team, Pueblo, will meet
Pi Kappa Alpha. The Pikes
scored an upset victory over
Sigma Alpha Epsilon on the
final day of the season to
wrap up their playoff berl·h.
Phi Delta Theta meets the
runnerup dorm team, Alvarado.

The Phi Delts shared the the tourney will be played on
honors in Fraternity League the main floor of Johnson
No. 2 with Sigma Chi. The Gym, The championship
two independent League teams encounter will be played
also are paired with fraternities, Thul'sday evening at 7:45. A
Law School plays Sigma Chi preliminary game will be at
and a team bearing the name 6:45 to determine third place.
of Independents vie with Sigma
Following is the intramural
Alpha Epsilon.
bracket of games to be played
The semi -finals and finals of Monday through Wednesday.

Lobos. Rap T ~Tech,
The Ags Are Next
By CHARLES WOOD
Lobo Sports Editor

UNM's traditionally tough
defense jelled just in time
Saturday night to help the
Lobos demolish a good Texas
Tech team at the Arena, 87·65.
The badlyneeded victory ~
gave the Lobes a ,
2-2 record for f--·
the season and
some momentum
we '11 need against nationally
third-ranked New Mexico State
at Las Cruces tomorrow
evening, The loss was Texas
Tech's second in a row and
dropped the Raiders to 3-2 on
the year not counting a game
with tough Arizona at Tucson
tonight.
In the preliminary game, the
Wolfpups took an 89-39
Iaugher from the Intramural
All-8tars. Big and talented Mike
Stewart scored 24 points to
lead the Pups while John
Worcester, representing Alvarado
Hall, scored 9 to lead the

Lobo Photo by Jim Willi~r

Only last week this ama~ing
Harley Davidson 4& plus dr1ver
apprehended a speeding Suzuki
on campus (after the speeder
had stopped).

Yale Terror

Six Faculty Members
On Governance Group
Six faculty members were elected to the Ad Hoc
Committee on University Governance by the ~acuity Tuesday.
Th
will represent faculty views on the commtttee.
!¥he committee will review ~tud~nt, faculty, and
administrative roles in governing the UmversJty.
h
th
Six faculty members were elected, not more t an
ree
from the College of Arts and Sciences, and not more than ~ne
from any other University colle~e. Three alternates were a so
eiected at Tuesday's faculty meetmg.
The elected faculty members are:
Physics Professor John Howarth, political science Professor
Ed Hoyt and psychology professor Ralph Norman, all of the
pollege of Arts and Sciences.
Secondary Education Professor Wilson Ivins, of the College
of Education; Physiology Professor Sidney Soloman, of the
School of Medicine; and School of Law Professor Robert

against Tech. Looking much
like he did two years ago as a
freshman, Willie had a field
day against the smaller Raiders.
He scored 29 points to lead all
scorers and swatted a couple of
Tech shots into the bleachers
as well.

Sandia Is Fine

You can leave your car
and walk to class.
Night security patrol
Plus: Food & Maid Service, Study
Rooms, Television, Free~om,
and Privacy
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW
FOR SPRING SEMESTER

Dec.17 8:15PM Tingley Coliseum
I:m GEN.2.50:RES.3.50:BOX 4.50:FLOOR
CHAIRS 5.50:RIEDLING MUSIC:RECORD
RENDEZVOUS:CHRISTY RECORDS IX.1

Tho College Inn
303 ASH S'fRilflT, Nt\ •l'fiONil: 243·2881

C;.t.l~MPIONSI-1 P

1MUR$. 1:'15

SIGMA lb.ttMft 'P$1LOM

MoN. 1:e.o'

INa~PtMOIMT.S

'WED.

ALL

7:~5

~""" • Jf.l\tN~N Gnl
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Large Luneb at OKIE'S \
Large Pizza • Large Pitcher ol Beer i
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the

associated students bookstore
says

Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Willie Long rebounds his
own shot as Texas Tech's Lee
Tyrnes grabs the rim. 'l)rnes'
action resulted in a tecl'mical
foul against the Red Raiders
and helped contribute to
UNM's 87·65 win over the
Southwest Conference school.

Technical Foul

Lobo Sports Writer

If you're an individual who
enjoys crowds and have plenty
of time on youl.' hands, you
can't beat Sandia Peak Ski
Area on a weekend ns n place
to meet people. With an
average wait of 30 minutes in
the chair lift line, old and new
acquaintances aren't easily
forgotten. For those of you
who are short on patil'nCe, and
don't hold a season ticket
tht>ra I would suggest that you
bypass Sandin Peal; Ski Area
on a Saturday and Sunday.
Th!! ideal time to ski Sandia
is dut•ing the we~k. Being
accessible by two major 1'outes,
th!! Sandin Aerial •rram, and
Interstato 40 to New Mexico
Highway 44, the ski area is
only , minutes awn~· from the
Univr.rsity. Of the two ways of
reaching the Peak, the former
is more enjoyable, Not only
are you at tlte summit when
you get out of the tram, but
the view is ·magnificent on the ,
way _ up. How'ever, the tr~m
should only be used durmg
weekdays or else the same
problem of waiting arises.

C.:"'

PU16LO

Law Sc"oo 1..

By ANDY GARMEZY

Plenty of underground
protected parking.

Mott.

"'"""WID. C.:'ll

---

For Meeting People

at the College Inn:

•• t(RPPA

~'CIMRC.•u
MetN. "f:GI~

"The game's big difference
was New Mexico's defense,"
said a disappointed Raider
Coach Dick Bass after the
game. "They put so much
pressure on . our wings that we
just couldn't get our offense
going"
The Red Raiders brought a
3-1 record to the Arena
Saturday night with wins over
Oklahoma, Tulane, and some
small Texas school. Their lone
loss had come two nights
before, 7 4·56, at Boulder to
nationally ranked Colorado.
A 7 4-56 score sounds like
an easy victory. But in this
.particular case, it wasn't, With
six minutes to go, it was tied
at 54 all. Then Texas Tech, a
well·disciplined ball control
club, suddenly stopped hitting
and began fouling CU. CU
built up the final margin on
12 free throws.
Willie Long, UNM's talented
6·7 center, was sensational

Where Do You Park?

c.~-.s

AL'Ift~tA•o

Also playing well for the
Lobos were Ron Becker and
Petey Gibson. Becke~, a
Roswell senior, garnered 14
points 8 rebounds, and 6
assists. Petey, playing on an
injured leg, made 15 points
and 7 assists.

AS's.

Walker.
.
· f ro m the
The alternates to the committee
are, p au1 D av1s
College of Arts and Sciences; Glen Whan, from the College of
Engineering, and Louis Bransford, from the College of
Education.

fl\o ...

this Christmas
We have a fine selection of books on the
Southwest:
The Endttr~ng Navaho
by Laura Gilpin

".. American l;ttdian Painting ·

Super Rich

by Dorothy Dunn

·. ,..
-tt •.•

~

,J :

Down the Colorado

Egg nag 64¢aT

:!.
fi=
·,

by John W. Powell
and ma11y othm:1·.

•

• \11'

LIVE A LITTLE

f{;

AT

u'

·842·9270

•

.

~
~:

2300 Central SE

The A'rt o; U·(!iug
by Wilfred Peterw11

Forever W'ild: The· ·ldi. mt"''ru:it:
bv Elio-t Pn1ter
'

still man)' more.

We also have a large variety of chiidn:us

(just across from Popejoy Holl)
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Senate l-lopefuls Give Views
We must continue to press for
power in these important and
this doesn't work I feel crucial elements of the
Student Senate should bring university.
pressures to bear upon the
3 - Students are powerless
bookstore and encourage them in all instances concerning
to lower some of their rates university policy. However, the
on books and other items.
Student Senate may form
A also feel a better system investigating committees to
of checks and balances is investigate pertinent allegations.
4 - I plan to support all
needed, especially where money
is concerned, and to prevent BSU and UMAS legislation.
embezzlement of money. I Racism still pervades university
gladly would work with anyone employment practices. Many
in the Senate to help devise students, faculty, members, and
such a system. I feel it is administrators maintain racist
badly needed.
attitudes. Racism must be
· David. Rigsby
challenged and soundly defeated
In recent months, I have by all sectors of the university
watched with great scrutiny the (i.e. - physical plant workers),
5
I support the co·op
ASUNM
d th
actions of
an
e bookstore effort and would like
manifested feats of these
actions. 1 have made the to see a co-op foodstore near
following conclusions and campus supported by ASUNM.
statements of support:
6
There is no logical
1
As u N M nee d s reason for university "peace
re. 0 r g ani z at i 0 n. several ' officers" to wear. fir~ar;'Us while
'committees have proven on duty. I will rerntroduce
incapable of properly:·l":gislation calling for the
performing their present d1s~rmament of all campus
functions. Two committees that police.
Dave Smith
have failed grossly are the
ACTION. This word should
Popular Entertainment
Committee and the New describe the Senate of ASUNM,
Student Orientation Committee. but does it? I believe that
Many of the problems of these Senate hasn't begun to reach
committees stem from its full potential, and that it is
now time for it to show its
personnel problems.
2 - Students are relatively · power and what it's capable of
powerless in the academic, achieving.
The time for ACTION is
administrative, and development
phases of the university. Token now'
sitate should not only be a
representation on a few
committees has definitely failed. body of people who · assetnble
(Continued from page 5.)

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
WHERE: Journalism Dullding. Room
RATES: 7c pel" word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. U ad is to
159, afternoons preferably or mnil.
run five or more consecutive dnYs with
ClnBsified Advertising
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
umt P.O. Box 20
per word nnd the minimum number of
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in fuU prior to insertion of advcrUscment.

PERSONALS

STOP in and discover a friendly service
station with professionalism. New car
warranty service by masWr matntemmcc
procedures. Triple Gold Bond StnmiJS
commencing Dec. 16. Chuck Paul (UNM)
:ass't. manager. Ray's ENCO, Lomas and
W Mhington. 268-8403. 12/17
DEADLINE for inserting classified 3:30
p.m.-wDI go in next day's Lobo.
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN Is your
hen.dquarters fer groovy Leather Pants,
Fringe Jackets_. Fringe Vests, and
Fringe Handbags. 243-7009.
NEED A RIDE HOME for the Christmas
holidays 1 Find one with the Lobo Classified Ads.
SENIOR-Be sure to have your class pic·
ture taken for the Mirage, No chargethree poses, three prints. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call .277-5743 to
schedule.
THUNDERBIRD CONTRIDUTORS: You
may pick up all written material at the
T-hird office, rm. 158 Journalism building from now until Dec. 18th.
THUNDERBIRD ART CONTRIDUTORS:
You maY pick up all art work at rm.
205-B Journalism building from now
until Dec. 18th. Rm. 206-B is open 9
a.m. -4 p.m.
FEMALE ROOMATE wanted to share
apartment, $70 mo. Phone 243-1502.
12/16
TODAY'S BOUTIQUE with yesterd,.y's
care for guys and gals. Chameleon. 1820
Central SE. 12/16
DANCE, MIME, Sensitivit}f Training
classes.. :Begin anytime. 025 Wellesley
SE. 256-0141. 112/19

LOST & FOUND

2)

FOUND: Cute Chihuahua puppy on campus. Call 268-8380. 12/18

SERVICES

3)

BE SURE to check the Lost & Found
service in the lobby of the SUB for
your Jogt items:.
COLLEGE INN Barbershop: Styling, regular cutS, razor cuts, long hair welcome.
243-0003. 12/16
MONEY: lntcrested in making /!< saving?
Contact Jo Ann Sanchez 277-5354. 12/16
~'OUND: Cute Chihuahua puppy on cum·
pus. Cali 268-8380. 12/18

FORSALE

5)

1962 VOLKSWAGEN ~in verY good shnpe.
1604 Lend SE. Apt, A. 12/18
FIREWOOD for sale, UniVersity Students,
268·8089 or 243-4892, Arter 6:00 p.m.
LOTUS CORTINA. DOHC 4, dual wcbers,
rebuilt. engine nnd trnhamissjon 1 radio 1
heater. Dest offer. 344-7812.
,.:P

•

JOHN'S DEEP ROCK
SERVICE
501 Yale S.E.
(Just 5 blks. South
of Central)

fl41'#

Ask About Our 2¢ Dl~count
Pef Gallon
•

..

• .. . .

BLACK PI~RSIAN LAMB short cont. In
good condition. Inquire at 242-1667.
NEED EXTRA CHRISTMAS MONEY?
Sell It in the Lobo Classified Ads.

ONE PUREIJRED WHIPPET female
puppy with papers and shots. $45.00.
Call 265-6648.
TWO SPAULDING Pancho Gonzales tennis rackets: one strung with tournament
gut-$16.00: one strung with heavY duty
nylon-$7.00; also one small wooden art
case-$1.60. Call after 9 p.m. daily or
all day weekends 265-6548.
CHRISTMAS PUPPIE5-8 wks., healthy.
Female. Mixed breed. Will deliver Christmas day or earlier. $2.00. P.O. Dox 351,
Grants, New Mexico, 87020. 12/15
1965 TRIUMPH HAROLD 1200 convertible, $800. Call Donna 242-5839, 6·9
p.m. 12/16
PIANO: wed Baldwin Acrosonic; bench:
mahogany cabinet; superior tone.. 898·
3730. 12/16

*

1964 CHEVY CARRYALL, $1000; 1964
ton pickup. 4 speed, 8 cyUn..
Dodge,
der, $750, 877-3855. 12/16
SCIENTISTS-ENGINEERS: Books from
the JPL Library at Cal Tech. Casa
Grande Bookstore, 3110 Edith NE. 12/16
EICO 40 watt stereo nmp1ifier, new
guarantee, $94.00. 266·5211. 12/16
MORANTZ preamplifier, $160, Dynaco 120
amplifier $130-both like new, 298·0376
or 277-4447. 12/16
PUPPIEs-very mixed breed, but fat and
happy, $5 each to good homes. Call
242-8914 after 6 p.m.
FOR CHRISTMAS 1962 Fiat 1200 "Spy.
der.'' Great shape. $590. 266-6129. 12/16
12 WATT AMP, EICO AM/FM tuner,
Electro voice speaker, $60. 266-7238.
12/19
FIREWOOD FOR SALE, University students. 268·8089 or 243·4892 after 6
p,m. 6 p.m. 12/19

6)

EMPLOYMENT

FEMALE VOCALIST WANTED. Soul.
Steady job, good salary. Call 838-0742.

-INTERESTED

in saving and making
money? Call Gary Glllespie-243-0995.
1/14

CONSCIENTIOUS etudent. Short research
assignments for writer. P.O. Box 351,
Grants, New Mexico 87020. 12/15
NEED SHARP HOMEWORKERS who can
think and type. $1.50 Per hour plus
incentives. 296-6982, 12/15

CAN tJS:£.1 2 undergra.duatca 3 ev~nihgs
and Saturday $70.00 to stnrt. Call 242·
6364 Friday 3·5 only,

on Wednesday night and talk
about the issues concerning the
campus; they should also ACT
on these issues. Senate should
act with the interest of every
student; black or white, dorm
resident, Greek, or town
student; in mind.
The potentialities of Senate
are tremendous. I believe that
this body, along with the rest
of studen·t government, can and
will be a great factor in the
progress of our schooL Many
people have said that ASUNM
is dying. Some say that it is
already dead, I believe that the
time for the realization of its
potential is just beginning. It is
my hope that I may be elected
to Senate so that I might be a
part of this new beginning.
The time for ACTION is
now!

Lou Storm

12 members, three blacks, three
Mexican-Americans, three
Indians, and three whites,.
subsidized and advocated by
ASUNM to study and submit a
report of racial and minority ·
problems existing at UNM.
There should be more
emphasis placed upon public
affairs and there should be an
active high school recruitment
at UNM in the near future. ·
A system of checks and
balances, designed by senators,
of student senators to assure a
reasonable work output by the .
student senators. If a student
senator is not performing his
duties and working a reasonable
amount he should be removed
from Senate so as to streamline
and make the Senate more
efficient.
Student Senate should
investigate and make a stand
on the report submitted to the
legislature by Rep. O'Donnell.
At UNM I have worked for
Residence Halls council and am
presently assistant director of
the ASUNM Public Affairs
.Committee in charge of the
ASUNM Truth Squad, and I
am a student member of the
Campus Safety Committee
composed of faculty,
administrators, and students.

_.,. . .

Foreign Car
Specialists
Repair & Maintenance
· On All r=oreign Ccns

Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experiencr
Free Estimates,

265-.5901

.
333 Wyoming N.E.

definitely urge a numerically
proportionate sharing of the ·
expenses of mutual benefits to
both student organizations such
as KUNM, The Lobo, and the
Mirage.

The re;;ponsibility of every
member of student government
is to make clear where and
why tl)e representatives of the
student body stand. There has
been a ppwnic · shortage of
such information available to
the student body in general. It
is my supposition that every
memb!lr of student government
not only fulfill his obligation
to his constituents and his own
sense of duty by voting
on resolutions, but that he
e n t e r t h e a r e a of active
support in the form of his
own time and energy when so
motivated by the undercurrent
of student sentiment. I am
confident in myself that these
vital areas of concern to the
aware student will be instituted
if I am so positioned. I will
make available my stand and
my actions on issues and
attempt to inform students of
the voting position of other
members of student
government. The most
important issue voted on last
semester in terms of conflicting
political ideas rest with BYU.
An indicator as to where I
stand would have been my
vote against severence for the
time being, allowing time for
reform from within BYU itself,
that not being forthcoming I
would favor first trying to
separate BYU from the WAC
or finally UNM to disjoin itself
in face of opposition to these
proposals. I urge every student
to express himself at the polls
Wednesday and support the
· ideals I will attempt to apply
next semester if so endorsed.

W

Country Barn

Lobo Goof

Barn Burger Special

The Student Affairs
Committee did not defeat a
proposal that asked for
imtnedinte withdrawal of BYU
from the WAC and the
severance of UNM·BYU
relations.

largest Selection
*Poster Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera Colo1'
*Spray Pdint
*Glitter•
*Brushes
Discount Prices
~

Every Monday 9 AM to 12 PM

Only

2Q,
IIIII 1 '-

Two Patties of Beef, lettuce, Tomatoes and Cheese
with a Special Country Barn Sauce

Eat in our large dining room or take it home
I

LANGELL'S

2400 Central SE Across From Campus

Across From Johnson G.ym

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

2510 Csntral

s.e:.

Santa's Everywhere
Santa Claus has become a
commodity.
Employment agencies
handle them by the hundreds.
A "santa" is enthroned in
practically every large store
and shopping center in
A.lbuq uerque, and there is
even a special agency here
which deals strictly in santas.
But
despite
this
commercialization, Santa is
still the same jolly old elf we
all know and love.
All of them (and they are
many) are instilled with the
spirit of Christmas and seem
to really enjoy their work.
The santa with the most
experience is probably Eddie
Edwards, the Winrock santa,·
who started 26 years ago
when he was in the service in
Germany. "I enjoyed doing
it," said Edwards, "and have
been doing it most every year
since."
·
The youngest is David
Zorba Bris, 19, working at
Wards. Though this is his first
year as Santa, he likes the
work, is "99 percent sincere

Jack Willyard

To be an effective member
of Student Senate, a candidate
must be 1) qualified and 2)
willing to take a stand on
issues.
What qualifications do I
have? My first year at UNM I
lived in Onate Hall, serving as
a member and secretary on
that dorm's Planning Board, as
Steve Terry
we II as being a Senate
Below are listed five areas
Assistant. This, my third year, of primary concern to me
I am again a Senate Assistant which I feel should be brought
and am presently serving as to the attention of you, the
Chairman of the High School students of UNM.
Recruitment Committee,
1 (A) The university
However, I feel it is the job I faculty handbook states that
held last year in ASUNM that (art. 1, Sect. 2, part 6), "The
best qualifies me to serve - I university faculty shall have the
was Legislative Counsel to the right of review and final action
Student Body President. My in regard to . . . regulations
duties required that I attend affecting student life and
every Senate meeting, know activities." I advocate the
and understand the ~issues at repeal of this statement thus
hand, and be informed about "putting ASUNM and the
the action going on within the faculty on a more equal basis.
Senate Standing Committees. I
(B) - In connection with
had to consider the issues this I strongly support the t:=RENT-Aobjectively, form an opinion, creation of an all university
$!.oo a day
Free Ddivory, Pick Up, And Service
and advise the President governance document. This
No Dcpoolt
regarding his position on these would more clearly define the
Lower Monthly Rate
issues.
positions of the students,
Buck's TV Rentals
When an issue comes up in faculty, and administration. In
208·4680
Senate, I am not afraid to relation to one another,
Color Availabtc
voice my opinion or initiate especially in times of crisis, but
action such as bills and also in the fundamental
GPEEDIURV
resolutions. I feel a Senator decision making process of !he
who is wishy-washy is cheating university. ·
~PHINTI/1/6
the students who elected him.
2 - A reorganization of the
I will search out the arguments Rally
Committee is
for Inc
on both sides of a question,
undoubtedly needed whereby
then make a decision regarding
Quickest
the cheerleaders and the
my stand and VOICE it.
Chaparrals are put under Rally
ond
Because of my experience
Committee and the Cheerleaders
and detailed knowledge from
Least Expensive
themselves are reorganized.
working so closely with Senate,
3 Bookstore prices are
Qualify Duplicating
and because I am not afraid to
ridiculously too high and
stand up and be heard, I feel I
of
refunds are much too low. The
would be an efficient, effective feasibility of ASUNM
ManU$Crlp15, Form!, Leiters, Elc.
Senator. Your vote for Lou
participation and financing of a
Storm Wednesday would be
university co-op bookstore
greatly appreciated.
should be studied at length.
"The Fastest Press in the West"
4
ASUNM contributes
Sam Taggard
approximately one third of the
An attempt should be made total intramural budget. I
1 03 Dartmouth, S.E.
to bring greeks, dorm residents advocate a much closer
or
and off-campus students supervision of exactly how and
See Your Phone Book
·together via a committee of 12 where the ASUNM in~
for
intramural
allocation
is
utilized.
students, composed of four
5 - As the present ASUNM
students from the three
The Nearest Location
respective groups. These treasurer I have worked very
members should be appointed closely with the graduate
student association in order to
Free Pickup & Delivery
' by the president.
.
provide at least a financial link
Non-credit for :ROTC course
On Jobs Over $20.00
between GSA and ASUNM. I
offered at UNM. This is not to
say removal of ROTC from
UNM but to follow the
previous examples set by other
universities around the country.
A committee composed of
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about the job," and plans to
do it again next year.
One santa even writes
poetry on the side. Also a
professional student, Keith
Christiansen, the Fedway
santa, ... said he likes the job
''because it gives me the
opportunity to be honest with
children at least once a year."
Christiansen, like all the
other santas, needs no
padding to fill out his suit.
"It's me," he said, patting his
stomach, "all 265 pounds."
Brendan Carmody, the
Coronado Center santa, really
takes his job to heart.
Carmody, a UNM education
major, encountered so many
poor children that this year
he initiated the formation of
a Christmas Club to collect
food, clothing, and toys for
these children and their
families. The club is
sponsored by the Omega Phi
Alpha fraternity, and those
wishing to make contributions
may call Byrne House at U
of A.
Carmody has encountered

some tlxtreme cases of riches
and poverty in his work.
One of the busiest santas,
Carmody averages about a
hundred kids an hout• during
peak periods, and anticipates
listening to possibly 10,000 to
15,000 before Christmas.
The santa profession also
holds hazards other than
emotional involvement, One
problem common to all santas
is that of wet laps. This is
quite understandable,
'considering the excitement of
the child in a face to face
encounter with Santa Claus.
Bill Roller, Winrock
promotion director, recalls an ..
incident which occurred a few
years ago in southern New
Mexico.
The man who had been
hired to portray Santa in the
Christmas parade showed up
for the event very late and
very drunk. It was too late
to get a replacement, so the
parade director was forced to
tie the man to the float, and
pray that no·one would notice
his condition.
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Nixon Announces
Additional Pullout
WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Nixon told the American
people Monday he will withdraw at least 50,000 additional U.S.
combat troGps from Vietnam by April 15 to demonstrate his
willingness to "take risks for peace."
In a report to the nation, the President frankly acknowledged
that the Paris peace talks with the Communists have made "no
progress whatever" and that enemy infiltration into South
Vietnam has stepped up substantially in recent weeks.
But he said the program to turn the fighting over to South
Vietnamese troops in showing encouraging progress and on this
basis he had ordered a ceiling of 50,000 less American combat
troops by mid-April.
After announcing the 50,000 . troop ceiling reduction, the
President said: "There are some who believe that to continue our
withdrawals at a time when enemy infiltration is increasing is a
risk we should not take. However, I have consistently said that
we must take risks for peace."
The President said that the new withdrawal would mean that
the American military combat commitment in the war would
have been reduced by 115,500 men on April 15 compared to the
number there on Jan. 20 when he took office.
On his inauguration, the authorized troop ceiling under the
Johnson administration was 549,000 men and the actual troop
strength was 542,500.

Campus Groups
Announce Endorsees
The Residence Halls,
Panhellenic, and Interfraternity
Councils and ASUNM
President Ron Curry ha;e
announced their endorsements
of candidates in tomorrow's
Senate election.
The Lobo's endorsements
of candidates appears on page
two of today's paper.
A slate of 16 candidates is
listed for the election which
will fill 10 Senate vacancies.
None o£ the candidates is an
incumbent senator.
The 16 candidates who are
running, listed in alphabetical
order, are: Pat Boatwright,
Cameron Carreras, Gay Cook,
Leonard DeLayo, Donna
Hammonds, Scott Key, Jean
Kurtis, and Jeanelle
Livingston.
Also, Frank Margarella,
Kevin 0 'Corlner, David
Rigsby,. David Smith, Lou
Storm, Samuel Taggard, Steve
'Terry, and Jack Willyard.
Of the 16 candidates,
Residence Halls Council
( RHC) and Curry e1'!dorsed
! eight for election to the
, Senate, while Panhellenic and

Interfraternity (IFC) Councils
jointly endorsed a full slate
of 10.
RHC endorsements are:
Carreras, Miss Cook, DeLayo,
Miss Hammonds, Key, Rigsby,
Taggard, and Terry.
IFC·Panhellenic
endorsements are: Miss
Boatwright, Carreras, Miss
Cook, DeLayo, Miss
Hammonds, Miss Kurtis,
Margerella, Smith, Storm, and
Terry.
Curry's endorsements are:
Carreras, Miss Cook, DeLayo,
Miss Hammonds, Rigsby,
Storm, Taggard, and Terry.
Balloting in the election
will be from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. with the winners
announced as shortly after 5
p.m. as possible.
Voting machines will be set
up in the Union, Hokona and
Coronado dormitories, the
fraternity-sorority house area,
and in the engineering
building complex.
'
All ASUNM members are
eligible to vote. Students must
present their ID cards at the
polling places.
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"Safety Policy"

Athletic Council member Leonard Napolitano yester:&y
said the demonstration clearance policy was formulated for
the safety of all concerned.

Athletic Council's 'Clearance Rule'

AAUP Asks Policy Cia rification
A motion to "seek clarification"
of the recent UNM Athletic Council
policy seeking pre-game approval of
any demonstrations planned in the
arena was passed by members of the
UNM Chapter of the American
Association of University Professors
(AAUP) yesterday.
The motion, passed by general
consent, authorized AAUP chapter
president James ThoiSon to ''seek an
interpretation and clarification" of
the Athletic Council's . policy.
Passed Policy
Two weeks ago the Council,
composed o.f faculty and
administrators, passed a policy
statement requiring "clearance" of
any planned demonstration in the
UNM Arena 48 hours prior to
game time.
· "The word clearance was given
many interpretations. That is why
many people got upset," said
'l'horson.

Athletic Council member, Leonard
Napolitano said the policy was
formulated to insure the "safety of
all concerned" during any
demonstration.
Arena Geography
"The geography of the Arena was
considered because we have ""'a
potentially dangerous situation," he
said.
Discussion of . the demonstration
policy came after the 12 persons
attending the meeting heard a letter
from George Day of . the University
of Wyoming College of Arts and
Sciences soliciting support for their
opposition to Coach Lloyd Eaton's
dismissal of 14 black athletes from
the football squad.
The Wyoming group had passed a
resolution "condemning" Eaton's
actions, and calling for "redress of
(their) grievances.''.
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